Abstract
Introduction
The director of personalization of one of the major online retailing companies once received a nasty email from the CEO telling him that he should either fix his personalization system or lose his job. The CEO's email was prompted by a customer's complaint that the company's personalization system was making offensive assumptions about the lifestyle of this customer and was recommending inappropriate products to that person. Upon a closer examination, it was discovered that the customer once bought an item as a gift for his friend, and the personalization system started recommending related products to that customer making implicit assumptions about his lifestyles, which infuriated that customer.
This true story is very symptomatic of problems pertaining to many personalization systems that often infer customer behavior from the registration and the purchasing information of online customers without studying the contexts in which these purchases are made. In the previous example, if the system knew that the purchase was made in the context of a gift, this transaction should have been discarded from inferring that customer's behavior, and the whole problem would have been avoided.
Getting such contextual data characterizing the circumstances in which purchasing or other transactions took place, such as the intent of a purchase, special payment conditions, economic climate and the customer's geographic location, is not easy in many marketing applications. For instance, it may not be practical to ask the customer in the previous example about the purpose of his/her purchase. Therefore, before insisting on requesting such contextual information, it is necessary to provide hard scientific evidence that this contextual information indeed makes a significant difference in building better customer models in some marketing and e-commerce applications to justify extra costs of obtaining this contextual information.
In this paper, we address this problem and try to answer the question whether this additional contextual information matters, i.e., does it lead to building better personalized predictive models of customer behavior, where by "better" we assume superior predictive performance. This problem is not trivial because it entails a tradeoff between transaction homogeneity and data sparsity: by providing contextual information, customer transactions pertaining to this particular context are reduced, making fewer data points to fit the model, while homogeneity of these transactions increases, making it easier to predict more accurately customer behavior in similar contexts. In data mining terms, this problem is related to the well-known bias-variance tradeoff [13] . Therefore, the main problem studied in this paper is which effect dominates the other, given additional contextual information: increased variance due to insufficient data or decreased bias due to the homogeneity of transactions associated with the specified context.
The idea that the contextual information is important when predicting customer behavior is not new and much anecdotal evidence, similar to our prior example, has been collected in the popular press. In the marketing and data mining literature, related issues have also been studied.
Scholars in marketing have maintained that the purchasing process is contingent upon the context in which the transaction takes place. The same customer can adopt different decision strategies and prefer different products or brands depending on the context [7] - [19] . According to [18] , "consumers vary in their decision-making rules because of the usage situation, the use of the good or service (for family, for gift, for self) and purchase situation (catalog sale, in-store shelf selection, sales person aided purchase)."
Therefore accurate prediction of consumer preference undoubtedly depends upon the degree to which we have incorporated the relevant contextual information. The importance of including contextual information in recommendation systems has been demonstrated in [3] . If the concept of customer and that of transaction are broadened to embrace any user interacting with a company or an application to get a service, then the importance of knowing the context is recognized in other fields and applications. For instance, context-aware systems are designed to exploit the contextual information available (e.g., where the user is, who is with him/her, what devices are accessible) to better serve the user [11] , and to adapt to changes in the context.
Context has several alternative definitions in different fields and applications. The Webster's dictionary defines context as "conditions or circumstances which affect some thing." In the data mining community, context is defined in [6] as those events which characterize the life of a customer and can determine a change in his/her preferences, status (e.g., prospect to actual), and affect the customer's value for a company. Examples of context include a new job, the birth of a son, marriage, divorce, retirement, a disease. In the context-aware systems literature, context was initially defined as the location of the user, the identity of people near the user, the objects around, and the changes in these elements [22] . Other factors have been added to the previous definition. For instance, Brown, Bovey, and Chen [8] consider the day date, the season, the temperature as part of context. Ryan, Pascoe, and Morse [21] add the physical and conceptual statuses of interest for a user. Dey [11] includes the user's emotional status in the definition of context. Dey, Abowd and Salber broaden the definition of context to any information which can characterize and is relevant to the interaction between a user and an application. Some scholars associate the context with the user [8] - [12] , others emphasize how context relates to the application [20] - [23] . The concept of context is usually referred to the present situation, but sometimes the history of past contexts should be considered as well [11] . A critical issue when modeling the behavior of a customer is to determine how to acquire the contextual information [10] - [11] . In some situations this contextual information could be readily available. For example, an individual has to communicate to the company that he/she is moving to another city or report the change in the surname after a marriage. Changes in the context can also be inferred from other data, such as a change in the location of a user detected by a mobile telephone company, and a change in the way a bank account is used. In general, the ability of exploiting the knowledge of context is expected to increase the potential of many applications aimed at delivering services to users [1] . Much work on contextual information has been done in various applications. However, no systematic attempts to conduct scientific studies measuring how much the contextual information really matters in building customer models in personalization applications have been done before. In this paper, we address this problem and conduct an empirical study of how much the contextual information matters. Since one needs the right type of data to answer this question, and this data is not readily available in most of the industrial applications, we collected our own data containing rich contextual information and studied the main research question, stated above, using this data.
As a result of this study, we conclude that: 1. Context does matter for the case of modeling behavior of individual customers (i.e., the 1-to-1 case): knowing the context in which a customer does the purchase increases the ability to predict the customer's behavior. 2. Granularity of contextual information also matters.
The more we know about the context of a transaction, the better we can predict the customer's behavior. 3. The effect of contextual information gets diluted during the process of aggregating customers' data. Context does matter for individual customers, as explained above; but does not significantly matter when predicting behavior of the whole customer base. The contextual effects get stronger when we build progressively smaller segments of customers. The findings reported in this paper have significant implications for marketers, data miners and industrial researchers working on designing recommender systems. They show that contextual information does matter in personalization applications and that the finer it is -the better. Therefore, data miners and marketers should insist on colleting this important contextual information, whenever possible, since this information significantly helps to build better personalized models of customer behavior. In the next section we formulate the problem of comparing context-based vs. regular models of customer behavior.
Problem formulation
Let C be the customer base represented by N customers. Each customer C i is defined by the set of m demographic attributes A = {A 1 Figure 1 .
Trans (C i ) In general the domain K of this contextual information can have a complicated structure reflecting the complex nature of this information. However, in this paper, we assume that domain K is defined by a single discrete variable having a hierarchical structure associated with it, the lower levels of the hierarchy defining finer (more granular) and the higher levels rougher (coarser) contexts of variable K.
For example, a customer C i can be defined by the demographic attributes A= {IDuser, Name, Age, Income}, by the set of five transactions made by C i , Trans(C i )= {TR 1 , TR 2 , TR 3 , TR 4 , TR 5 }, each transaction defined by the transactional attributes T= {ProductID, StoreID, Price, TransactionTime}. The contextual variable K defines for whom the product was purchased. Its values are defined as a hierarchy shown in Figure 2 . The highest (coarsest) level of the hierarchy for K consists of values {Personal, Gift}, meaning that the purchase was made for the customer him/herself or as a gift. At the next level of the contextual hierarchy K, value Personal consists of {PersonalWork, PersonalOther}, meaning that the personal purchase is either work-related or bought for other purposes. Similarly, Gift can be for a Partner/Friend or a Parent/Other. Finally, the customer base C can be partitioned into several segments [16] by computing h summary statistics S i = {S i1 , S i2 , …,S ih } for customer C i over the transactions made by that customer, each S ij being defined as a statistics on some of the attribute in T across the transactions Trans(C i ). For instance, for the transactions made by the customers in the previous example, the statistics can be S i = {Average time spent} or S i+1 = {Average price}. Then customers can be clustered into segments in the space defined by these statistics. A model of customer behavior can be built in the following general form:
where X 1 , X 2 ,..., X p are some of the demographic attributes from A and some of the transactional attributes from T, and Y is the dependent variable to be predicted. Function f is a predictive function learned via different types of machine learning methods. For instance, one may try to predict in which store the customer C i will make a purchase, or which product will be bought, or the product's price.
Figure 2. Contextual information for a purchasing transaction
Moreover, the model of type (1) can be built for a segment of customers, meaning that only the transactional data for customers C i belonging to a segment is used for building that model. In two extreme cases, there can be only one segment for the whole customer base C, defining the aggregated case and one segment per each customer, defining the individual (or 1-to-1) case. There can also be cases of building intermediate segments with finer or coarser granularities. The predictive models of type (1) do not assume any contextual information since the contextual variable K is not a part of these models. Therefore, we call the models of this type un-contextual. In addition, we define contextual counterparts of predictive models (1) of the form
where the two models (2a) and (2b) constitute two separate notations for the same concept: only transactions associated with the context K = a are used for building the model. For example, if the model is built for the computer science faculty from University X, where K = "gift", this means that only the gift-related transactions made by the CS faculty are used for building the model. Because of the hierarchical structure of the contextual variable K, the number of contextual models can vary depending on how fine the contextual knowledge is, i.e., at which level of the hierarchy the value a is defined in K = a. Then the meaning of the expression "context matters" is that the contextual predictive models of type (2) significantly outperform the un-contextual models of type (1) across different experimental conditions. The degree to which the former outperforms the latter determines how significantly the context matters.
Experimental setup
Since contextually rich datasets suitable for building personalized customer models are not readily available, as was explained in Section 1, we had to collect such data ourselves in order to conduct our study. To collect this data, we developed a special-purpose browser to help users to navigate a well-known e-commerce retail portal and purchase products on its site. This browser was made available to a group of students for browsing and purchasing purposes. While navigation was real, purchasing was simulated (no real money was spent). The user could visit any page of the portal and use all the browsing and navigational activities on the portal except the actual purchase function. Once a product was selected by a student to be purchased, the browser recorded the selected item, the purchasing price and other useful characteristics of the transaction. In addition, the student specified the context in which the purchase was made. The browser was directly linked to a database that we created, where all the customer information about browsing and purchasing activities of the customer on the portal was automatically recorded. We had 749 students from an Italian university who participated in this study during the period of two months. The overall number of purchasing transactions recorded is 34,957.
No restrictions were imposed on the participants either in terms of the products they can purchase or the amount of money they can spend. They were only recommended to buy on the order of 50 items. The data was preprocessed by excluding the students who made less than 40 transactions. The resulting number of students having at least 40 transactions was 556, and the total number of purchasing transactions for these students was 31,925. For each customer (student) we collected the following demographic data: age, previous studies, marital status, composition of the family, place of living, hobbies and whether the student owned a car. The car ownership was used as a proxy for the income. The transactional data included item purchased, price, day, time, session duration, number of clicks per connection, and the time elapsed for the web page. Table 1 reports the selection of the attributes X 1 , X 2 ,..., X p used in the predictive models.
The intent of purchase was gathered as contextual information. At the beginning of each browsing session, the user was asked to specify whether the purchase would be intended for personal purposes or as a gift, for which specific personal purpose, and for whom the gift is intended. The overall contextual purchasing options were defined by the following hierarchical structure K= {K α , Figure 2 , where
The user had to specify the contextual option each time for a new browsing session.
After collecting all the purchasing data for all the students, we built predictive models of their purchasing behavior for the contextual and un-contextual cases (using predictive models of type (1) and (2) 
Degree of contextual information
The contextual information K that we gathered is structured in a three-level hierarchy, as shown in Figure  2 , from a rough to a finer degree of knowledge. In the first level, the contextual variable K takes two different values: K α = "personal" and K β = "gift". In the third and finer level, the "personal" context is split in K α1 = "personal for work" and K α2 = "personal for other purposes" and the "gift" in K β1 ="gift for partner", K β2 = "gift for friends", K β3 ="gift for parents" and K β4 = "gift for others". In the second level, the partner and friend values are aggregated in one category, as well as parent and others values are aggregate resulting in K β12 and K β34 , respectively. The degree of knowledge of contextual information grows from the 1 st level to the 3 rd level. We used all the three levels of granularity of contextual information in our experiments. 
Granularity of customer segments
The behavioral models can be built for different groups of customers (unit of analysis) depending on how finely the customer base is partitioned. As one progresses from the aggregate to the individual level of granularity, the groups of customers become increasingly more homogenous, making predictions potentially more accurate [14] . However, individual models run into the data sparsity problem. Thus, experimental analysis is crucial for studying under which conditions the knowledge of context counterbalances the sparsity effect. We considered all the following four level of analysis in our experiments:
• The whole customer base: the unit of analysis is the whole customer base. One overall model is built to predict the behavior of the whole customer base.
• Cluster-10: The units of analysis are ten macrosegments. One predictive model is built for each segment. These 10 macro segments have been generated by applying the Farthest First clustering method to the customer base, where each customer is defined by a vector of three summary statistics (Average Price, Average Number of Clicks per Session, Average Time Elapsed per Session).
• Cluster-100: the units of analysis are 100 microsegments. Both the summary statistics and the clustering algorithms are the same as in the Cluster-10 case.
• Single customer: the unit of analysis is a single user.
A predictive model of customer behavior is then applied only to the transactions made by one particular customer.
Types of predictive models
Four types of classifiers for building predictive models were used: Naïve Bayesian Tree, J48, PART, and JRIP. We selected these four classifiers because they constitute popular classification methods and they are also computationally fast to generate. The latter is crucial because we ended up generating 120,060 models in total as part of our experiments, as shown in Figure 3 .
The performance of these algorithms was determined using the 10-fold cross-validation process, as described in Section 3.5.
Dependent variables
The following dependent variables were chosen in our experiments from the set of transactional variables T:
• Purchase: the model predicts whether a customer or a group of customers will make a purchase or not.
• Weekday: the model predicts when a customer will perform a transaction, regardless of whether the session ends with a purchase or not.
• Store: the model predicts in which store a transaction will be made. The store is that one where the session is concluded, either positively or negatively.
Performance measure
We used two measures for determining performance of our models: the predictive accuracy and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) [15] . We calculated these two performance measures for each customer segment used in our studies. For example, if we used the Cluster-100 segmentation, this means that we would end up with 100 predictive accuracy and 100 AUC measures, one for each segment and for each experimental setting. Since we are interested in comparing the performances of the uncontextual and contextual models, we really need to compare two distributions and see if there are statistically significant differences between them. The same situation is with the AUC measures. Since this entails to comparing the averages of two distributions, a test of statistical significance needs to be performed with the null hypothesis stating that there is no difference between the two averages, i.e., the performance of the uncontextual model is equal to that of the contextual models. Because the expectation is that context matters, the test is directional: the expectation is that each contextual model outperforms the un-contextual. Since the two models are built for the same unit of analysis (single customer, segment, whole set of customers), the two samples can be considered related. Moreover, the distribution cannot be considered normal so a Wilcoxon test [5] was used for testing the null hypothesis. We compared predictive performance of our customer models for contextual and un-contextual settings across all the experimental conditions described in this section.
We performed these comparisons only on a single data set. We understand that it is important to do these comparisons across multiple data sets to make our results be generalized across different types of data. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain data sets with annotated contextual information since this contextual information is not readily available. In fact, we had to generate such data set on our own for these experiments, which is an expensive and time-consuming endeavor. We hope that this study will generate interest in the industry and that it will eventually produce more data sets with contextual information that can be used in other studies.
Results
In this section we present the results of comparing performance of contextual and un-contextual models of customer behavior across all the experimental conditions described in Section 3. Given the number of experimental settings (three degrees of contextual information, four customer granularities, four classifiers, three dependent variables, two performance measures), the total number of generated models was 120,060 and the number of tables reporting the performance comparison results is 288 (144 for each performance measure), which constitutes a challenging problem to present within the limited space of this paper. To give a "flavor" of the obtained results, Figure 4 reports three graphs generated by plotting the values of AUC for a specific classifier (JRIP) and dependent variable (purchase) for different degrees of contextual information (the three graphs in Figure 4 are presented in the order of progressively more refined contextual information) and different customer granularities (moving left to right on each graph). The graphs in Figure 4 show that for these particular experimental settings the predictive performance improves from the aggregate to the single case, except in one case (when K = "gift to the partner" in the third graph for the second level of granularity). Moreover, all the contextual models show a better predictive performance compared to the un-contextual model, except two cases (also in the third graph and second level of customer granularity) where the difference is very small. The difference between the performance of un-contextual model and contextual models improves from the aggregate to the single case, and improves when using a finer degree of contextual information. All these differences are statistically significant (p<0.01), except one. Similar charts can be plotted for the remaining classifiers (J48, PART, Naïve Bayesian Tree), dependent variables (weekday, store), and performance measure (predictive accuracy). We observe the same type of behavior in these graphs as in Figure 4 . Although the curves are not always monotonic, the predictive performance of the contextual models is usually higher than that of the un-contextual model for the finest level of customer granularity and degree of contextual information. (3) where con refers to the contextual models and unc to the un-contextual model. A positive value means that the contextual model outperforms the un-contextual. The formula in (3) can be computed as the average over some experimental settings. Table 2 reports the values of (3) computed as the average over the four classifiers and the two performance measures, for each dependent variable. Each row in the table reports the values for each customer granularity (increasing from left to right). Each column reports the values for each degree of contextual information (increasing from top to bottom): the first two comparisons refer to the roughest degree of contextual information, where K takes only two values (Gift and Personal), whereas the last six comparisons refer to the finest degree, where K takes six values. Figure 5 show the values in Table 2 after computing the average over the three dependent variables. Figures 6 and 7 represent the results in an even more concise computing the average value of (3) in all experimental settings except one, granularity of customer base and degree of contextual information, respectively. In order to have a clearer representation, the positive values of (3) Figure 10 reports the percentage of statistically significant comparisons for each degree of contextual information (values on the x-axis) and for each customer granularity (on different curves), for the cases in which the contextual models dominate the un-contextual. Finally, Figure 11 reports the same results for the cases in which the un-contextual model dominates the contextual models.
Discussions
The results described in Section 4 present empirical evidence that the models built by taking into account the contextual information usually provide better predictive performance. More specifically, the main conclusions of our study can be summarized as follows: 1. Context does matter for the case of modeling behavior of individual customers (i.e., the 1-to-1 case): knowing the context in which a customer does the purchase increases the ability to predict the customer's behavior. 2. The degree of contextual information also matters.
The more we know about the context of a transaction, the better we can predict the customer's behavior. 3. The effect of contextual information gets diluted during the process of aggregating customers' data. Context does matter for individual customers, as explained above; but does not significantly matter when predicting behavior of the whole customer base. Each of these points is discussed in detail below.
1. Knowing the context matters for the personalization (1-to-1) models. In the case of models built for single customers, the predictive performance of contextual models is almost always higher than that of the uncontextual model, as Table 2 and Figures 7 and 9 demonstrate. Looking at the results shown in Table 2 , the last column presents positive values except one. Actually, in some cases the un-contextual model dominates the contextual. However, as reported in Figure 9 , the number of these cases is quite low. The percentage of events in which the difference in performance is negative and statistical significant is around 5%, whereas the percentage of cases in which the difference is positive and statistically significant is around 75%. Moreover, Figure 7 shows that the average gain in performance obtainable by a personalized and contextual model is higher than 10%. This gain reaches a peak of 25.91% in specific experimental settings, as in Table 2 (average over the four classifiers and two performance measures). The highest value of gain in performance was 46.08%, obtained for the case where purchasing was done for personal work, predicting the store type using a Naïve Bayesian Tree model, and measuring the predictive accuracy. On the other hand, building a personalized and contextual model can lead to a decrease in the performance in some conditions, but the loss is lower than 2% on average. The negative peak value is -3.42% in Table 2 (average over the four classifiers and two performance measures). The lowest level, in very specific conditions, was -8.33%.
2. The degree of contextual information matters: the finer the knowledge about the context of a transaction, the better the predictive performance of a customer's behavior. Looking at the right column of Table 2 (single  customer) , the only negative value is referred to the roughest degree of contextual information (K takes only two values, Gift and Personal). As we move to finer degrees of contextual information, we observe higher values of performance gain. This is true in general, when the unit of analysis becomes more aggregate, moving left in Table 2 . On average, as shown in Figure 6 , knowing the finer context leads to higher gains in performance, ranging from 3.5% (when K takes two values) to 8% (when K takes six values), in the cases in which the contextual models dominate the un-contextual. On the other hand, gathering finer degrees of contextual information can lead to decrease in performance in those settings in which the un-contextual model dominates the contextual. However, the loss is moderate, from 1.63% to 2.75% in absolute terms in Figure 6 . The same evidence is provided by Figure 8 , which shows the percentage of events in which the difference in performance is statistically significant. Figures 10 and 11 provide further insights. Whatever the unit of analysis (from the single customer to the aggregate customer base), the number of statistically significant events grows when the contextual models dominate the un-contextual, and decreases in the opposite case. The highest variations occur for single customer models. In the 1-to-1 approach, there is no case in which the un-contextual model outperforms the contextual models and the difference is statistically significant, as shown in Figure 11 .
3. The effect of contextual information gets diluted during the process of aggregating the customer base. As shown in Figure 7 , the gain in performance obtainable by a contextual model decreases when the unit of analysis moves from the single customer to the aggregate customer base (moving left in the graph). The results shown in Table 2 support this observation, as the number of negative values is higher in the left columns than in the right column or, more precisely, the number of cases in which the difference in performance is always more statistically significant for the 1-to-1 models than for other aggregation levels. This result can be interpreted in terms of the tradeoff between data sparsity and homogeneity. As mentioned above, by providing contextual information, customer transactions pertaining to this particular context are reduced, making fewer data points to fit the model, while homogeneity of these transactions increases, making it easier to predict more accurately customer behavior in similar contexts.
As a result of this research, we can conclude that the homogeneity induced by providing additional contextual information tends to dominate the effect of data sparsity in the 1-to-1 case. If the unit of analysis is a more aggregate customer base, the two effects tend to get mixed. The best way to visualize this effect is to look at Figure 4 . Although this graph refers to a specific experimental setting, it demonstrates that the gain in predictive performance obtained by using a contextual model instead of the un-contextual is high for the single case, and decreases when customers are aggregated. This observation can be generalized to similar settings. In fact, Figure 5 shows the average values supporting this effect: it demonstrates that the relative difference in performance is moderate for the most aggregate cases (whole customer base and customers aggregated in 10 clusters). Moreover, in the case of the whole customer base, the curves related to the two contextual models overlap. The difference increases when customers are grouped in 100 cluster and reaches the peak in the case of individual customers.
The findings reported in this paper have significant implications for data miners and marketers. They show that contextual information does matter in personalization applications. In particular, in the case of personalized applications, the finer the degree of contextual information the better the ability of predicting the customer's behavior. Therefore, data miners and marketers should insist on colleting contextual information, whenever possible, especially when their goal is to build personalized models of customer behavior.
The research presented in this paper can be enhanced in several directions. First, the reported findings are constrained by the type of data used, which was collected for the online purchasing environment. Although it is possible to construct artificial counter-examples, we believe that our conclusions are generalizable to various other applications, given prior scientific findings described in Section 1 and in the popular press that context actually affects the behavior of customers. Finally, further experiments should be carried out for different types of applications and the collected data. Unfortunately, this effort is currently limited by difficulty of obtaining such contextually-rich data in today's industrial applications. However, we hope that our and other studies will generate interest in the industry and, subsequently, more contextually-rich data will be generated by some industrial applications, which should advance the research on this topic further.
